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KARACHI: A Pakistani artist applies art work on a fiber fishing boat in Karachi yesterday. —AFP

LONDON: Oil prices and calendar spreads
have softened significantly this month as
traders became more confident about the
availability of supplies towards the end of the
year and into early 2019.

Iran’s exports have not declined as much as
predicted a couple of months ago and it is now
clear they will not fall to zero, even after US
sanctions are re-imposed next month.

Refiners in Turkey, India and possibly China
are reportedly negotiating with US officials
over waivers to enable them to continue pur-
chasing at least some Iranian oil after Nov 4.

At the same time, Saudi Arabia and other
Gulf producers have boosted their exports in
response to the earlier rise in prices and pres-
sure from the United States to cool the market.
Traders, meanwhile, have become more cau-
tious about the consumption outlook for the
rest of 2018/19, with most indicators pointing
to a loss of economic momentum outside the
United States.

As a result, most major forecasters are

now predicting a significant acceleration in
non-OPEC oil supplies in 2019 as well as
slower growth in consumption, shifting the
outlook from one of continuing deficits back
towards a surplus.

In part, the improved supply picture has
come about because the surge in oil prices
during August and September forced both the
White House and Saudi Arabia to adapt their
positions. The United States has softened its
insistence on forcing Iran’s exports towards
zero, while Saudi Arabia has ramped up its own
exports in October and November to alleviate
fears about a possible shortage. In effect, the
oil market found the pain threshold for the US
administration, which lies at around $80 per
barrel for Brent, and pushed prices high
enough to enforce a partial course correction
from policymakers.

As the supply outlook has improved, traders
have begun to scale back bets on a crude
crunch occurring towards the end of the year.
Hedge funds and other money managers sold

futures and options linked to Brent prices
equivalent to 21 million barrels in the two
weeks ending on Oct. 9, after buying 172 mil-
lion barrels over the previous five weeks.

Portfolio managers have also sold contracts
linked to WTI prices equivalent to 90 million
barrels over the last five weeks, according to
position records published by regulators and
exchanges. Total hedge fund long positions in
crude have fallen to 865 million barrels, from a
recent high of 908 million in late September,
while short positions have risen to 93 million
barrels from 65 million.

As hedge-fund buying has turned into sell-
ing, spot prices have come under pressure,
with front-month Brent futures retreating from
a four-year high of $86 on Oct. 3 to just over
$80 on Wednesday and below that so far yes-
terday. As hedge fund managers tend to con-
centrate their holdings in contracts close to
expiry, which are more liquid, selling pressure
has been most pronounced at the front end of
the futures curve. Nearby futures prices have

fallen much more heavily than contracts with
longer to run before expiry, shifting the entire
futures curve from a steep backwardation
closer to flat.

Brent’s six-month calendar spread has eased
from a backwardation of more than $2 per barrel
at the start of the month to just over $1 on
Wednesday. In the past, the Brent calendar
spread has been a reliable indicator of the sup-
ply-demand balance, and the recent softening of
the spread is consistent with an improved near-
term outlook for global oil supplies. —Reuters
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Vietnam to ratify 
Pacific trade 
pact next month
HANOI: Vietnam said yesterday it will ratify a sprawling Pacific
trade pact that US President Donald Trump pulled out of last
year, calling the deal a “disgrace” for American jobs. 

The 11 remaining countries agreed to push ahead with a wa-
tered-down version without the world’s largest economy, re-
branding the pact as the CPTPP (Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership).  Vietnam,
an export-based manufacturing economy that stood to gain
enormously from unfettered access to the US market, said law-
makers would ratify the deal next month.

He said the “important deal” would help Vietnam respond to
global economic trends that have been “complicated with the
rise of protectionism in major economies,” in a veiled reference
to the US.  Vietnam and Japan-which has lobbied hard to keep
the deal alive-last month urged the United States to re-join the
sprawling trade pact, whose original signatories would have
covered 40 percent of the global economy. 

The remaining economies of the CPTPP make up only
13.5 percent.

The terms of the CPTPP leave the door open for Washington
to re-join and could also allow non-Pacific countries to sign on.
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said this month he would
welcome Britain “with open arms” to join the pact as the Euro-
pean nation steps toward finalising Brexit.

Four of the original Trans-Pacific Partnership signatories-
Australia, Mexico, Japan and Singapore-have already ratified
the deal, which can only come into effect once all members have
done so. 

Pulling out of the TPP, a deal spearheaded by Trump’s pred-
ecessor Barack Obama, was one of the American leader’s first
post-election announcements as he made good on campaign
pledges to protect US jobs. —Reuters

Is Africa starting to 
choke on China’s 
lending glut?
FREETOWN: It was a time for smiles and handshakes as the
delegations from Sierra Leone and China Exim Bank sealed a
loan to provide the impoverished West African state with a
new airport.

Just months later, the much-trumpeted Mamamah Interna-
tional Airport scheme, estimated to cost $400 million (347 mil-
lion euros), has gone up in smoke.  Sierra Leone’s new
government has scrapped the contract, bluntly declaring it “un-
economical”. Instead it will use an existing, underused airport
and improve access to it. The decision coincides with concern
internationally about Africa’s mounting debts with China-fears

that are sometimes voiced by individual Africans, but rarely
their governments.

“We need Chinese development, but not at the expense of
our unborn children who will be paying the debts,” said Hassan
Dumbuya, a taxi driver using a partly-completed Chinese-built
toll road between Freetown and Masiaka.

No revolt 
So is Sierra Leone’s U-turn on the airport the dawn of an

African revolt against Chinese-funded projects? Not so fast,
say analysts. “It’s not a revolt because African countries cannot
revolt-they are seeking finance,” said Ivorian political analyst
Jean Alabro in Abidjan.

Michael Kottoh, managing partner at Konfidants, an inter-
national consultancy firm, explained that the airport cancella-
tion had a limited, local, context. True, it could be seen as “yet
more evidence that many African governments are rushing to
grab Chinese deals without seeking serious transaction advice
to guide their negotiations,” he said. —AFP


